
HOW TO USE THE BOI INTERACTIVE DASHBOARD 
The BOI interactive dashboard provides an instant visual representation of the statewide maternal and 
birth outcomes metrics – across payment, individual facility, and geographical characteristics.  

Users can filter, print, and share these data. By connecting data to quality improvement information, 
the dashboard is a tool to facilitate data-driven collaborative decisions and improve the clinical 
outcomes of mothers and babies in SC. 

Accessing the dashboard 
Begin by accessing the BOI Dashboard homepage at https://boi.ifsreports.com (fig. 1) 

Figure 1. BOI Dashboard Homepage 

Scroll through the homepage to find more information about the dashboard and how to launch the 
application. The first two sections, About the Data and About the Dashboard (fig. 2) are informational 
sections where you can read more about key terms, data sources, and the different sections of the 
dashboard. The FAQs button opens a page that contains information about accessing individual 
hospital reports. 



Figure 2. Information Section (About the Dashboard) 

  

Below About the Dashboard, is the Available Reports section (fig. 3) where you will see two options for 
launching the BOI Dashboard. The first option, Statewide (fig. 3), is available to the public and does not 
require a login. This report provides state-level information including maternal and newborn 
characteristics and quality measures. This includes characteristics such as plurality, parity, maternal 
age, race, and residence, as well as SC BOI outcome measures. 

Figure 3.  From Available Reports, click the Launch Public Dashboard explore the statewide report 

 

 

 

 

 



When launching the Statewide Report for the first time, a popup window will appear (fig. 4) presenting 
Copyright language, Terms of Use for the presented data and materials, and other terms and 
conditions for accessing the dashboard. 

Figure 4.  When clicking Launch Public Dashboard for the first time the following popup will be 
presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



To agree to the presented Terms and Conditions, click the checkbox or the text next to the checkbox 
at the bottom of the window. After clicking the checkbox  and text will be lighted and the Submit 
button will be enabled (fig. 5). Click Submit to explore the statewide report. 

Figure 5.  Click the checkbox to accept the Terms & Conditions, then click Submit. 



The second option, Hospitals (fig. 6), is a similar report but at the individual hospital level. This 
information is only available to authorized users who have filled out a registration form and created a 
verified account (see FAQs for additional access information).   

Figure 6. From Available Reports, click Login to enter credentials and view an individual hospital’s report.  

 

Using the Dashboard 
Launching either version of the dashboard will open the Maternal Health tab that communicates 
characteristics about mothers who delivered in South Carolina (public users will be prompted to agree 
to a disclaimer first). The Maternal Health tab is only one of the available report views. At the top of the 
screen, a navigation bar allows you to choose from the different tabs (report views).  The example 
below (fig.7) is from the statewide report.  The individual hospital version will differ slightly because it 
includes a login / logout option.  

Figure 7. Dashboard Navigation Bar  

 

As shown above (fig. 7), there are five unique tabs in the dashboard. These tabs contain two types of 
report layouts (table 1). 

Table 1  

Tab Layout Purpose 
Maternal Health Population Characteristics about mothers 

Labor & Delivery Outcomes Explore and compare outcomes 
for mothers 

Newborn Health Population Characteristics about babies 

Newborn Outcomes Outcomes Explore and compare outcomes 
for babies 

AIM Outcomes Explore and compare specific 
AIM related measures 



Navigating the layouts 
1) Population layout  
The Maternal Health and Newborn Health tabs feature three dynamic charts and six filter groups     
(fig. 8). At first, there are no filters applied to the visualization, and the charts and figures shown reflect 
statistics for the entire population across all available periods.  

 

Figure 8. Population type layout used by the Maternal and Newborn Health tabs  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To see a subset of the entire population, check a filter group checkbox (fig. 9) to add a filter dropdown 
to the visualization. To protect personal health information, simultaneous filter group selection is 
limited to two.  

Figure 9. Choosing a Filter Group 

 

 

 

 

After adding a filter group, you can select and deselect filter options by checking and unchecking their 
respective checkboxes.  

For example, if you would like to consider rural women between 20-24 years old, select the Residence 
and Maternal Age filter group dropdowns (fig. 10), and then check the Rural and 20-24 boxes in the 
respective dropdown menus.  

 

 

 



Figure 10. Select a filter to update the charts  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The charts and figures will automatically update, and your selections will appear in the information 
card under “Number of Deliveries” (fig. 11). 

 Figure 11. Filter selections are listed in the information card 

 

To clear the filter selections, simply click the Clear Filters button (fig 12). 

Figure 12. Clear Filters button 

 

2) Outcomes layout  
The Labor & Delivery, Newborn Outcomes, and AIM tabs feature a measure-driven trend line chart, 
data table, and text boxes (fig. 13).   

When you first open the tab, there are no filters applied and the charts and figures shown reflect 
statistics for all of South Carolina across all available periods.  

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 13. The Outcomes Layout used by Labor & Delivery, Newborn Outcomes, and AIM tabs 

 

Because these tabs are measure driven, selecting the measure of interest is the first step in using this 
tool effectively. Choose a measure using the dropdown directly under the title (fig. 14).  

 

Figure 14. Choosing a measure on the outcomes layout 

 

After selecting a measure, the chart and text boxes will update to reflect your choice.  

To view a subset of the data, check a filter group checkbox (fig. 15) to add a filter dropdown to the 
visualization. To protect individual identity, the filter group selection on the outcomes layout is limited 
to one. 

 

 

 



Figure 15. Select a filter group to view a subset of the outcomes data  

 

After you select a filter group dropdown from the menu, you can select and deselect filter options by 
checking and unchecking their respective checkboxes (fig. 16). For example, if you would like to 
consider rural women only, select the Residence filter group, and then check the Rural box in the 
dropdown menu.    

The charts and figures will automatically update to reflect your selection.  

 

Figure 16. Choosing a filter option from a selected filter group. This will limit the results to cases where 
the maternal residence is Rural.  

 

To view the time-series chart (fig 17a) as a data table (fig 17b), click on the Data Table button (fig 17c) 
above the line chart.  

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 17a. Time Series Line Chart                                         Figure 17b. Data Table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17c. Toggle Switch 

 

 

 

Printing a Report 

The BOI Dashboard uses your web browser to prepare a document for printing. For most browsers, 
clicking on the print icon (18a) will open a window that shows a preview of the document to be 
printed (18b). The elements that are currently visible on the screen will be arranged to fit on the page 
and you may be prompted to save the document as a PDF or to send directly to the printer 
(depending on your browser settings).  

Figure 18a. Print Button                                          Figure 18b. Print Preview Example   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Exporting charts 

To export a chart for later viewing, click the export chart button (fig 19). 

Figure 19. Export chart button 

 

This will open your browser’s download pop-up window and allow you to save an HTML file that 
contains the chart image in PNG format along with information about your filter choices. To open the 
downloaded file, simply click it and the HTML document will open in your default browser. NOTE: 
Saving the image by right-clicking and choosing “save image” will not include information about the 
filters that were applied to the visualization.  

 

Dark mode 

Some pages of the BOI Dashboard have the option to view in dark mode. To enable dark mode click 
the icon that looks like a partially shaded sun (fig. 20).  

Figure 20. Dark mode button 

 

 

Embedded Information  

Important information and data definitions are quickly accessible within the BOI dashboard by clicking 
on the “i” button (fig 21).  

Figure 21. The information button 

 

Detailed information about data sources and methods is included in the Resources (fig. 22) section of 
the report that can be accessed through the navigation bar (top-right) on the Statewide report or at 
the very bottom of the page for individual hospital reports (scroll below visualizations).  

 

 



Figure 22. Resources Menus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

 


